
 

Welcome March  
 

New month, new chapter, new page and 

new wishes. May the month send you 

courage, strength, confidence, patience, 

self-love and inner peace.  May everyday in 

March be filled with hope, love, sunshine, joy, 

fun and laughter.     

Be sure to answer the question for a chance 

to win our drawing! 

-Office of Acceleration & Innovation 

Power Up  

Volume 17 

Students can use wood and acrylic to create beautiful signs that will look great and 
last. The larger signs cost approximately $30-$40 to make, but could be sold for much 
more.  The smaller signs cost approximately $10 to make and would be ideal for 

house name plates, businesses, etc. 

Fab Lab Fundraiser Idea: Name Plates or Signs 

What’s Your 
Score?  

A wealth of research demonstrates 
that retrieval practice benefits all 

students. The 
effect size of this strategy is .78! Re-
trieval strategy involves students re-

calling information independently and 
without any memory tools. Here is an 
example of a retrieval strategy activity 

you could adapt for classroom:  

 

The Retrieval Practice Challenge Grid can be used at the 
start of the lesson with a range questions that require 
students to retrieve and recall information from last les-
son, last week and even further. This is a high effect strat-
egy to recap and revisit subject content. Here is a link to 
a cool retrieval resource:  http://mempowered.com/
strategies/retrieval-practice-keyword-mnemonic 

http://
magnetschoolssummer.weebly.com/

newsletter-archive.html 

Check out our website! 
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Having a Positive Attitude! 
Humans have the remarkable capacity to display many   
emotions, but only six of them are “hard wired” or built 
in at birth. This is profound because it tells us that unless 
children get these emotional states taught to them early 
(ages 0-3), when they enter school, they’ll be           
emotionally narrow. Kids rarely ever get the emotional 
skills built in to ready for school.   
 
This leads to: 
 
 more discipline problems  
 weakened cognitive skills in 

school 
 kids at school who do not un-

derstand appropriate emotional 
responses (e.g. cooperation, 
trust, shame and humility) 

 
 
Practical school application:   
 
 teach appropriate emotional 

states as life skills (e.g. honor, 
patience, forgiveness and em-
pathy) and 

 read and manage emotional 
states in the classroom 

 build social skills into every 
lesson 

 use the social structures that 
are advocated in cooperative 
learning programs every day 

 better social skills, better aca-
demics 
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Your chance 
to Win!   

Please send your answer response to:  

OAI@polk-fl.net 
How do you model and teach your students to 

manage their emotional states in your classroom? 


